AbstractÐThis paper describes a new comparison-based model for distributed fault diagnosis in multicomputer systems with a weak reliable broadcast capability. The classical problems of diagnosability and diagnosis are both considered under this broadcast comparison model. A characterization of diagnosable systems is given, which leads to a polynomial-time diagnosability algorithm. A polynomial-time diagnosis algorithm for t-diagnosable systems is also given. A variation of this algorithm, which allows dynamic fault occurrence and incomplete diagnostic information, has been implemented in the COmmon Spaceborne Multicomputer Operating System (COSMOS). Results produced using a simulator for the JPL MAX multicomputer system running COSMOS show that the algorithm diagnoses all fault situations with low latency and very little overhead. These simulations demonstrate the practicality of the proposed diagnosis model and algorithm for multicomputer systems having weak reliable broadcast. This includes systems with faulttolerant hardware for broadcast, as well as those where reliable broadcast is implemented in software.
INTRODUCTION
I N recent years, large-scale distributed systems and loosely coupled multiprocessor and multicomputer systems have been developed for many critical applications in military, commercial, and scientific computing. As the computing power and the physical complexity of these computing systems increase, it is important for the systems to be capable of automatically detecting and identifying faulty components. This is the goal of system-level fault diagnosis.
The PMC model proposed by Preparata et al. [25] was the first model for system-level diagnosis in multicomputer systems. Inspired by their work, Barsi et al. [4] proposed another diagnostic model, referred to as the BGM model. In these two models, it is assumed that a processor can test the status of another processor by sending a stimuli and waiting for a response. We refer to this as explicit test capability. This approach suffers from several limitations which have caused other testing methods to be considered [10] . Among those, comparison-based models, proposed initially by Malek [20] and by Chwa and Hakimi [7] , have been considered to be a practical approach for on-line fault diagnosis in multicomputer systems. In these first comparison-based models, it was assumed that system tasks are duplicated on two distinct processors in the system and their outputs compared by a central observer. This central observer then performs diagnosis using the outcomes of these comparisons. An alternative approach to on-line fault diagnosis was taken by Walter et al., who proposed diagnosis based on observation of the message traffic in a system [29] .
In [19] , Maeng and Malek extended Malek's comparisonbased model to allow the comparisons to be carried out by the processors themselves. We refer to the model of [19] as the MM model. In the MM model, the processor performing the comparison must be distinct from the two processors being compared. In [27] , Sengupta and Dahbura presented a model, referred to as the generalized comparison model, which generalizes the MM model by allowing the comparator processor to be one of the two processors being compared. In both the MM model and the generalized comparison model, although processors in the system perform comparisons, the comparison outcomes are still sent to a central observer for diagnosis.
In distributed diagnosis [2] , [5] , [6] , [15] , instead of relying on a central observer, each fault-free processor performs diagnosis based on tests (or comparisons) it performs and information it receives from other processors. When a crash fault model [8] is assumed, the distributed diagnosis problem is equivalent to the group membership problem [14] .
In this paper, we present a new model for system-level fault diagnosis. It is a combination of distributed diagnosis and the generalized comparison model in systems having a weak reliable broadcast capability. In this paper, a characterization of the class of systems that are diagnosable under the new model and an efficient diagnosability algorithm are presented. Efficient diagnosis algorithms for static and dynamic fault situations under the new model are also given. A simulator for the JPL MAX multicomputer system running the COmmon Spaceborne Multicomputer Operating System (COSMOS) was used to test the dynamic fault algorithm and evaluate its performance. The results show that the algorithm diagnoses all fault situations with low latency and very little overhead. These simulations demonstrate the practicality of the proposed approach for a wide class of systems.
THE BROADCAST COMPARISON MODEL FOR DIAGNOSIS 2.1 Model Description
In the broadcast comparison model, a distributed diagnosis procedure is used, which is based on comparisons of redundant task outputs and has access to a weak reliable broadcast protocol. In this model, a task is assigned to a pair of distinct processors with the same input. These two processors execute the task and their outputs are compared to detect a possible fault in one of the processors. The broadcast comparison model is so named because the two processors being compared broadcast their outputs (or checksums of the outputs) to all processors in the system. Every fault-free processor in the system compares the two outputs that are received. Note that comparisons are performed on every fault-free processor, including the processors being compared. Once a processor produces a sufficient set of comparison outcomes, it is responsible for diagnosing the state of the system based on those outcomes and under the assumption that it is fault-free. In other words, the diagnosis algorithm is executed in a distributed fashion.
We adopt the assumptions on comparison outcomes that originated in Malek's model [20] and were also used in the MM model [19] and the generalized comparison model [27] . These assumptions state that two fault-free processors assigned the same task always produce outputs that match, while a faulty processor always produces an output that will differ from the output of any other processor (fault-free or faulty) on the same task. This differentiates these models from the Chwa-Hakimi model [7] in which two faulty processors can produce outputs that match when assigned the same task. The Malek model and its descendants assume that it is very unlikely that two faulty processors produce the same incorrect output when assigned the same task and inputs, 1 whereas no such assumption is made in the Chwa-Hakimi model.
The comparison assignment of a multicomputer system is modeled by an undirected graph q Y i, where is a set of vertices and i is a set of edges. Each vertex in the graph corresponds to a processor in the system and each edge corresponds to a pair of processors that are compared during the diagnosis procedure. In the broadcast comparison model, an arbitrary pair of distinct processors can be assigned the same task and then compared by broadcasting their outputs. Thus, the comparison connections are independent of the communication links in the system. As will be seen in Section 5, the comparison assignment is mainly determined by the application. This comparison model is a special case of the generalized comparison model [27] , where every processor performs every comparison in the system. In this situation, information about the identity of comparators does not need to be stored and the multigraphs of [27] are reduced to simple graphs.
By convention, a comparison outcome is 0 if two outputs match, and 1 if they do not match. A syndrome is a complete collection of comparison outcomes, i.e., a value of 0 or 1 for each edge of the comparison graph. A partial syndrome is an incomplete collection of comparison outcomes, i.e., a value of 0, 1, or x (unknown) for each edge of the comparison graph. Assumptions A1 and A2 govern the production of comparison outcomes by fault-free processors and are identical to those of the MM model [19] and the generalized comparison model [27] , [31] . No assumptions are made about the production of comparison outcomes by faulty processors.
A1 A fault-free processor comparing two fault-free processors always produces a match.
A2 A fault-free processor comparing a faulty processor and any other processor always produces a mismatch.
In order for Assumptions A1 and A2 to be met, a system employing the broadcast comparison model must guarantee the following:
A3 Any message broadcast from a fault-free processor is correctly received on all other fault-free processors in bounded time.
A4
The time for any task to produce output is bounded.
A5 Each processor has a unique ID.
A6 Fault-free processors can correctly identify the sender of a broadcast.
A7
Values sent by faulty processors and received by faultfree processors do not cause Assumption A2 to be violated. Assumption A3 states the basic assumption of weak reliable broadcast. Weak reliable broadcast is so named because this assumption is considerably weaker than in any of the types of reliable broadcasts defined in [13] . In particular, reliable broadcast as defined in [13] requires that fault-free processors agree on all messages, even those sent by faulty processors. Weak reliable broadcast requires that fault-free processors agree only on messages sent by other fault-free processors, i.e., fault-free processors can deliver an arbitrary set of messages from faulty processors. This significantly simplifies the broadcast problem and reduces the cost of achieving it. Weak reliable broadcast also has no ordering requirements, i.e., it is neither FIFO nor causal [13] . This further simplifies the problem and reduces the complexity of its solution. 2 The bounded broadcast time given by Assumption A3 and the bounded output time of Assumption A4 are necessary to allow fault-free processors to use time-outs to detect values that arrive late or not at all. Use of time-outs is necessary for any algorithm to be capable of diagnosing 1 . This assumption is satisfied, for example, if the space of possible outputs is large and faulty processors produce random and independent outputs. This is the case for most numerical applications, which predominate in fault-tolerant multiprocessor systems, and for random and independent faults. The assumption is not satisfied if the space of possible outputs is small (e.g., binary outputs) or if faults are correlated (e.g., design faults).
2. A detailed discussion of the communication overhead required to achieve weak reliable broadcast in various types of systems is given in Section 6.
processors suffering from a number of fault types, e.g., crash [8] , fail-silent [24] , and fail-stop [26] . In our algorithm, triggering of a time-out causes a special value that does not match any other (even another occurrence of the special value) to be used in place of the missing output. This allows Assumption A2 to be satisfied for outputs that are missing or arrive late. Assumption A5 is a standard assumption in multiprocessor systems and is necessary for Assumption A6 to be possible. Assumption A6 ensures that a fault-free processor does not accept a value from one processor (possibly faulty) as though it came from a different processor (possibly fault-free).
Assumption A7 merits discussion. It states that an output value received by a fault-free processor from a faulty processor should be different from the correct value and from the value received by the same processor from another faulty processor for the same task. The conditions under which values generated by faulty processors satisfy Assumption A2 were discussed earlier. Assumption A7 prevents values from being modified during communication so as to violate Assumption A2. This can be guaranteed if Assumption A3 is strengthened to include messages sent by faulty processors, as well as those sent by fault-free processors. Although this can be ensured in many systems by making the underlying communication reliable independent of the status of the sending processor, 3 this may be difficult or costly to achieve in some systems. Since there are many ways in which communication from a faulty processor to a fault-free processor could fail which would not cause Assumption A2 to be violated, we prefer to use Assumption A7 to govern communication from faulty processors rather than strengthening Assumption A3. For example, values sent by faulty processors can be lost during transmission and not violate Assumption A7. Faulty processors can also exhibit ªtwo-facedº behavior by sending different values to different fault-free processors, as long as neither of the values sent causes Assumption A2 to be violated.
Assumptions A1-A7 as a whole guarantee that all faultfree processors produce the same outcome for a given comparison. If faults are static and a complete syndrome is obtained by each fault-free processor, those syndromes will, therefore, be identical and it is possible to reason as though there were a single syndrome in the system. However, when partial syndromes are used, comparison outcomes are collected over time and diagnosis is done periodically. Since no assumptions are made about the order of receipt of messages on different processors, different fault-free processors may have different partial syndromes at any given time. Hence, reasoning about partial syndromes, for either the static or dynamic fault situations, must account for the fact that the partial syndrome on one fault-free processor is simply ªaº partial syndrome which may be different from other partial syndromes that exist on other processors at the same time.
An important justification for studying the broadcast comparison model is its practicality. We have demonstrated this practicality through implementation and evaluation of a diagnosis algorithm that uses the model. Our algorithm has been integrated in the COmmon Space-borne Multicomputer Operating System (COSMOS) [17] and evaluated on a simulator of the JPL MAX multicomputer [18] . More generally, the algorithms and analyses of this paper can be applied to any parallel or distributed system that utilizes task-based redundancy and guarantees Assumptions A1-A7.
Comparison with Related Models
As already noted, comparisons in the broadcast comparison model occur in exactly the same manner as in the generalized comparison model [27] . The comparison assignments possible in the broadcast comparison model are, in fact, a subset of those possible in the generalized model. However, the distinction in how diagnosis is performed in the two models makes them quite different. In the generalized comparison model, the central observer must deal with faulty comparators of unknown identity that can produce incorrect comparison outcomes. In the broadcast comparison model, diagnosis is distributed and we are concerned only with the diagnoses performed by fault-free processors. Furthermore, the assumed-to-be-good local processor produces all comparison outcomes used in the diagnosis procedure and it can therefore assume that all comparison outcomes are correct. As a result, diagnosis is in some sense easier in the broadcast comparison model. This is evidenced by the fact that no more than nÀI P faulty processors out of n total can be identified in the generalized comparison model [27] , whereas up to n À I can be identified in the broadcast comparison model (see Lemma 1 in Section 3).
Due to the weak reliable broadcast feature of the broadcast comparison model, the fault-free processors produce the same set of comparison outcomes that would be seen by a central observer in Malek's model [20] . Furthermore, the comparison outcomes of fault-free processors in the broadcast comparison model have the same meaning as those of the central observer in Malek's model. A major difference between these two models, however, is that diagnosis in the broadcast comparison model is distributed, whereas, in Malek's model, it is not. A very important result of this paper is to demonstrate that distributed diagnosis with reliable broadcast is not identical to centralized diagnosis. The classical problems of diagnosis and diagnosability in the broadcast comparison model are different combinatorial problems than under Malek's centralized model, even though the comparison-based testing methods are the same. An intuitive explanation for this is based on the fact that in distributed diagnosis, each processor performs diagnosis under the assumption that it is fault-free. As a result, the outcome of a comparison between the local processor and another processor can be assumed to accurately reflect the status of the compared processor. With a central observer, no such ªtrustedº comparison outcomes exist. This difference is evidenced by the maximum numbers of faulty processors that can be diagnosed under the two models (n À P under Malek's model [20] and n À I under the broadcast comparison model).
Interestingly, the diagnosability and diagnosis results of the broadcast comparison model most closely resemble those of the BGM model [22] , which has a completely different testing model and assumes centralized diagnosis. The differences between the broadcast comparison and BGM models are discussed in detail in Sections 3 and 4.
DIAGNOSABILITY
In system-level fault diagnosis, a widely studied issue is the diagnosability problem. A system is said to be t-diagnosable if the status of every processor in the system can be correctly identified, provided that the number of faulty processors present does not exceed t. The diagnosability problem is stated as follows: Given a set of processors and an assignment of comparisons (or tests) in a system , what is the maximum value of t for which is t-diagnosable?
Characterization
Before the necessary and sufficient conditions for a system to be t-diagnosable under the broadcast comparison model are presented, some definitions are given.
Definition 1.
A system with comparison graph q Y i is tdiagnosable under the broadcast comparison model if each fault-free processor in the system can correctly identify the status of all processors, provided that the number of faulty processors present does not exceed t.
Definition 2. The degree du of a processor u in q Y i is the number of edges of q Y i incident on u. The minimum degree of a system q Y i is d min q min uP du.
Definition 3. The diagnosability of a system with comparison graph q Y i is the largest integer t such that q Y i is tdiagnosable.
Lemma 1. The diagnosability of a system of n processors under the broadcast comparison model can be as high as n À I.
Corollary 1.
In a system of n processors with a complete comparison graph q Y i, the diagnosability under the broadcast comparison model is n À I.
Corollary 1 gives the diagnosability of a system with a complete comparison graph. In what follows, we consider the diagnosability of arbitrary systems, but we exclude those which have a complete comparison graph since their diagnosability has already been determined. This corollary shows that the diagnosability of a system under the broadcast comparison model is one of two easily determined values. The problem of determining the exact diagnosability of a system is therefore reduced to determining which of the two possible values is the actual diagnosability.
The following definitions are used in the statement and proof of Theorem 1, which gives an exact characterization of the systems which are t-diagnosable under the broadcast comparison model.
Definition 4.
An independent set in a graph q Y i is a subset H such that, for all uY v P H , uY v T P i.
Definition 5. For a system with comparison graph q Y i and a processor u P , xu fv P X uY v P ig, i.e., the set of vertices in which have edges to u. xu is referred to as the neighbor set of u. jxuj du.
Definition 6. For a system with comparison graph q Y i and a set , x fv P À X Wu P with uY v P ig, i.e., the set of vertices in À which have an edge to some vertex in . x is referred to as the neighbor set of . In a rather remarkable circumstance, Theorem 1 turns out to be quite similar to a known diagnosability characterization of the BGM model [22] . Note that the BGM model and the broadcast comparison model use completely different testing methods and diagnosis approaches. The BGM is a directed graph model assuming explicit test capability, while the broadcast comparison model is an undirected graph model with comparison-based testing. In addition, the broadcast comparison model uses a distributed diagnosis approach, while BGM is a centralized diagnosis model. In [30] , we proved an alternate diagnosability characterization for the broadcast comparison model. That characterization is closer in form to the characterizations for the generalized comparison model in [31] and for the PMC model in [1] , [28] . However, no efficient diagnosability algorithm based on this alternate characterization has, to date, been found and so we do not present it here. In the next two sections, we compare the BGM characterization and Theorem 1 and we show how the BGM diagnosability algorithm can be modified to produce an efficient diagnosability algorithm for the broadcast comparison model. Assume there exists a partition of four pair-wise disjoint sets p Y Y I Y P of q Y i in the broadcast comparison model such that 1) Y, 2) x , 3) I P T Y, and 4) I and P are independent sets. The difficult to distinguish fault sets are p I I and p P P . Since p I p P Y and the processors in p I p P are faulty under both scenarios, then all fault-free processors must be in either p I À p P or p P À p I , but not both. Without loss of generality, suppose all fault-free processors are in p I À p P and x is an arbitrary such processor. Then, x can distinguish p I and p P even if they produce the same syndrome because x assumes itself to be fault-free. Therefore, p I cannot be the fault set. Thus, p I and p P can be distinguished by every fault-free processor in the system and at least one of p I and p P has p processors (because p j j mxj I jY j P j. [22] , the diagnosability is at most m À I. However, in the broadcast comparison model, any fault-free processor in the system can distinguish the two possible fault sets e and f even if they have the same syndrome. In addition, consider an arbitrary partition p Y Y I Y P P q . By Definition 7, x . Therefore, I P must be a subset of e or f but not both. Without loss of generality, suppose I P e, then f e À I P . Thus, p j j mxj I jY j P j b j j ! jfj m. By the same reasoning, p b m if I P f. Hence, p b m. Therefore, a system with a comparison graph that is a complete bipartite graph u mYm has a diagnosability of m under the broadcast comparison model.
Comparison with BGM Model
Another example where the diagnosabilities under the two models differ is a system with a complete comparison graph q Y i with j j n. Corollary 1 has shown that the diagnosability is n À I under the broadcast comparison model. In the system with a complete test graph q H H Y i H under the BGM model, when jp P j n À I, all tests have an outcome of 1, which has the same syndrome as when jp I j n À I. Thus, these two fault sets cannot be distinguished by a central observer. As a result, it has been proven in [4] that only n À P faults can be diagnosed for a system with a complete test graph in the BGM model.
Algorithm
The following definition and corollaries of the broadcast comparison model, which correspond closely to results of the BGM model [22] , provide the basis for the diagnosability algorithm. In particular, Corollary 4 shows that the diagnosability of a system can be determined by finding the value of min q. The corollaries follow directly from Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. partitions considered in the BGM model. As mentioned earlier, the sole difference between the two models is the T Y constraint on the partitions of the broadcast comparison model. Therefore, we can modify the diagnosability algorithm for the BGM model to determine the diagnosability of a system under the broadcast comparison model. In the diagnosability algorithm presented in [22] , partitions in q H of a directed testing graph q H H Y i H under the BGM model are checked. Those partitions have a one-to-one correspondence to partitions in q of the corresponding comparison graph q Y i except those with H Y, which should be eliminated from consideration in the broadcast comparison model.
In the following, we describe the modified diagnosability algorithm for the broadcast comparison model. One obvious change is that testers and testees of a processor in the directed testing graph q H H Y i H in the BGM model are neighbors of a processor in the undirected comparison graph q Y i in the broadcast comparison model. From Corollary 2, the diagnosability of the system under the broadcast comparison model is either d min q or d min q À I. Furthermore, similar to the BGM model, the diagnosability is d min q unless there exists a partition p Y Y I Y P P q such that 1. j I j j P j T H, 2. du d min q for all u P I P , and 3. xu xv for any pair of processors u P I and v P P . If these three conditions are met, then the diagnosability is d min q À I. Fig. 2 gives the pseudocode for the modified diagnosability algorithm in the broadcast comparison model. The diagnosability is initialized to d min q. To determine the actual diagnosability, only processors with degree d min q need be examined. For each processor u P such that jxuj d min q, set xu and À À fug. Then, find a set I fx P jxx xug. The key operation is to find two sets P I and P such that P fy P jdy d min q and xy fug P À P g, and j P j j P j I. Hence, fug P and P are independent sets. Furthermore, for all v P fug P , xv À P P X Therefore, we have the partition
This is the simple case. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the proof of correctness for the BGM diagnosability algorithm [22] . The interested reader is referred to [30] for a detailed proof of correctness of the algorithm under the broadcast comparison model. Because this detailed proof is nearly identical to the proof of the BGM diagnosability algorithm in [22] , it is omitted here.
The complexity of our diagnosability algorithm on a graph q Y i is the same as the BGM algorithm, namely yjijj j P [22] .
DIAGNOSIS
In this section, we consider the diagnosis problem in the broadcast comparison model under both static and dynamic fault models.
Static Fault Situation
Define a round of comparison to be the execution of each comparison of the comparison graph once on every faultfree processor. It is assumed in this section that, from the time a round of comparison has begun until the time when all fault-free processors have completed the diagnosis procedure, no failures occur in the system. This static fault assumption is the same as that used in traditional studies of diagnosis [11] , [16] . This assumption ensures that the entire diagnosis procedure analyzes a static snapshot of the system at a fixed point in time. While the assumption is unrealistic in many applications, it allows insight into how the diagnosis procedure works. With this insight, we will later be able to relax this assumption. In what follows, we give diagnosis algorithms for the static fault situation, both with complete syndromes and with partial syndromes.
Diagnosis with a Complete Syndrome
The problem that we consider first, namely diagnosis of a system under the static fault assumption and given a complete syndrome, is the classical fault diagnosis problem [10] . The pseudocode of our diagnosis algorithm for this case is shown in Fig. 3 . This algorithm is referred to as Algorithm Static-Complete. Since diagnosis in the broadcast comparison model is distributed, Algorithm Static-Complete is executed on every processor in the system. Furthermore, any processor executing the algorithm can consider itself to be fault-free because we are concerned only with the results of diagnosis on fault-free processors. Hence, in Step 1, the processor x that is executing the algorithm adds itself to the fault-free set, denoted by p p . A consequence of this is that any fault-free processor can immediately determine the status of all processors with which it is compared. This differs from the BGM model in which diagnosis is done on a centralized observer and no assumption can be made about the status of any processor. After the initial processor and its neighbors have been diagnosed, the algorithm is similar to the BGM diagnosis algorithm [21] . In fact, the BGM diagnosis algorithm can be modified to produce an alternative diagnosis algorithm for the broadcast comparison model. However, Step 5 of our algorithm provides an improved method of finding the statuses of remaining processors and, hence, as will be shown later, our algorithm is more efficient than adapting the best known BGM diagnosis algorithm [21] to the broadcast comparison model. In addition to x itself, any processors that yield a comparison outcome of 0 must be fault-free under the static fault assumption and, hence, they can be added to the set p p . This is done in Step 2 of Algorithm Static-Complete. After Step 2, an early termination condition is applied. If the number of remaining processors (not in p p ) is at most t at this point, all of them must be faulty. This fact, which is proven by Lemma 4, is used in Step 3 to terminate the diagnosis in this situation. If there are more than t remaining processors, the algorithm uses the processors added to p p in Steps 1 and 2 to find as many of the faulty processors as possible. All such processors are added to the fault set, denoted by p , in Step 4. If some faulty processors remain unknown after Step 4, the function Find_Remaining (see pseudocode of Fig. 4 ) is called in Step 5 to identify them. This step will be discussed in detail later. After Step 5 is complete, all faulty processors are in p and, so, p p is set to À p in Step 6 and the algorithm is complete.
Step 5 uses the concept of an induced subgraph defined below. . This induced subgraph is denoted by q .
We now prove the correctness of Algorithm StaticComplete.
Lemma 4. Consider a syndrome from a t-diagnosable system having at most t faulty processors under the broadcast comparison model. Let q Y i be the comparison graph of the system, let p Ã be the set of faulty processors, and let p p Ã À p Ã . The execution of Algorithm Static-Complete on an arbitrary fault-free processor has the following properties:
1. Every processor added to p p in Step 1 or in Step 2 is fault-free. Ã is the set of faulty processors in the system, and p and p p are, respectively, the sets of faulty and fault-free processors output by Algorithm Static-Complete.
With complete syndromes, it is guaranteed that each fault-free processor can diagnose the status of all processors in a t-diagnosable system provided that the number of faults does not exceed t. However, in some situations, the actual number of faults is much smaller than t. Without performing all comparisons, it may still be possible for each fault-free processor to correctly diagnose the system. It is likely that comparisons are carried out in a more or less independent fashion based on the system scheduling. Therefore, it is more realistic to have some comparisons done, while other comparisons are waiting to be scheduled. In this situation, it is critical to diagnose the system status as early as possible. Thus, we now consider diagnosis with partial syndromes.
Diagnosis with a Partial Syndrome
When only a partial syndrome is available, no algorithm is guaranteed to diagnose the status of all processors. Nevertheless, it is important to ensure that diagnosis is correct, i.e., that no fault-free processor is identified as faulty and no faulty processor is identified as fault-free. It is also desirable to minimize the number of processors whose statuses are unknown after execution of the diagnosis algorithm.
Our primary algorithm to handle partial syndromes while assuming static faults, referred to as Algorithm StaticPartial, uses the following definitions: Step 2 checks conditions that can identify obviously faulty processors not found in Step 1. Steps 3 and 4 check if diagnosis is complete and, if so, terminate the algorithm.
Step 5 executes the final steps of Algorithm Static-Complete in the event that a complete syndrome exists. Finally, Step 6 executes Procedure Find_Max if no more than processors of unknown status remain. The pseudocode for Procedure Find_Max is given in Fig. 6 and is discussed later.
When some processors of unknown status still exist after Step 5, the threshold determines if Procedure Find_Max will be run. With H, Procedure Find_Max is never run and, with j j, it runs whenever the algorithm does not terminate prior to Step 6. We begin by analyzing the behavior of Algorithm Static-Partial when Procedure Find_Max is not used, i.e., when H. The following theorem states that Algorithm Static-Partial always produces correct diagnosis in this case.
Theorem 3. Given a partial syndrome PS produced by a faultfree processor in a t-diagnosable system with comparison graph q Y i and with at most t faulty processors under the broadcast comparison model, Algorithm Static-Partial with H is correct, i.e., the output of Algorithm Static-Partial with PS as input satisfies p p Ã and p p À p Ã , where p Ã is the set of faulty processors in the system and p and p p are, respectively, the sets of faulty and fault-free processors output by Algorithm Static-Partial.
Since, for some partial syndromes, diagnosis is incomplete when using Algorithm Static-Partial with H, it is natural to ask whether any efficient algorithm can do better, i.e., determine the status of some processors that are unknown at the end of Static-Partial's execution. The following lemma states that, if the number of faulty processors is less than the maximum, all of these unknown processors belong to at least one consistent fault set of size no greater than t. A consistent fault set is defined as a fault set for which Assumptions A1 and A2 hold for every comparison outcome present in the given partial syndrome, meaning that the fault set could have yielded the partial syndrome. Since every unknown processor is in at least one consistent fault set, it is not possible for any algorithm to positively identify any of these processors as fault-free. Furthermore, since the maximum number of faulty processors is usually chosen conservatively, this implies that, in the vast majority of cases, Static-Partial with H identifies as many fault-free processors as possible.
Lemma 6. Given a partial syndrome PS produced by a fault-free processor in a t-diagnosable system with fewer than t faulty processors under the broadcast comparison model, every processor in À p p À p is contained in at least one consistent fault set of size no greater than t, where p and p p are, respectively, the sets of faulty and fault-free processors output by Algorithm Static-Partial on PS with H. We now consider the performance of Algorithm StaticPartial when Procedure Find_Max is executed. Theorem 4 states that, in this situation, Static-Partial is always correct and determines the status of as many processors as possible.
Theorem 4. Given a partial syndrome PS produced by a faultfree processor in a t-diagnosable system with comparison graph q Y i and with at most t faulty processors under the broadcast comparison model, Algorithm Static-Partial is correct, i.e., the output of Algorithm Static-Partial with PS as input satisfies p p Ã and p p À p Ã , where p Ã is the set of faulty processors in the system and p and p p are, respectively, the sets of faulty and fault-free processors output by Algorithm Static-Partial. Furthermore, if Procedure Find_Max is executed, it is not possible for any algorithm to determine the status of any processor in À p p À p on the basis of PS.
Theorem 4 is easily proven once it is shown that a fault set explains the comparison outcomes among processors in À p p tepS À p tepS if and only if it contains a vertex cover of q I À p p tepS À p tepS , where p p tepS and p tepS represent the fault-free and faulty sets held by Algorithm StaticPartial at the end of Step 5. Hence, a processor can safely be identified as faulty only if it is part of every small enough vertex cover of q I À p p tepS À p tepS and it can safely be identified as fault-free only if it is not in any small enough vertex cover. This leads directly to Procedure Find_Max.
It is difficult, in general, to determine whether a processor is part of every small enough vertex cover of an arbitrary graph. 4 However, for some specific processors, it may be easy to verify that they are part of every vertex cover and such processors can be quickly diagnosed as faulty. This is, in fact, what Step 2 of Algorithm StaticPartial does. If the disagreement set of vertex v in q À p p tepS À p tepS has size greater than t À jp tepS j, then it is too big for the vertex covers of interest. Hence, v itself must be in every small enough vertex cover and it must, therefore, be faulty. The same is true if the disagreement set has size exactly t À jp tepS j and is not a vertex cover. These two conditions are the ones checked in Step 2 of the algorithm. Hence, Step 2 can be thought of as a heuristic approximation to Procedure Find_Max. Since checking whether a given set is a vertex cover can be done in polynomial time, Step 2 can be executed efficiently.
The performance of Algorithm Static-Partial can be summarized as follows:
. Its diagnosis is always correct, i.e., the status of a processor is never incorrectly determined, . It diagnoses as many fault-free processors as possible in the vast majority of cases (whenever the actual number of faulty processors is less than t), . It diagnoses as many processors (both faulty and fault-free) as possible when executed with Procedure Find_Max, and
. It uses heuristic techniques to approximate Procedure Find_Max's diagnosis of faulty processors in all other cases. Note that the execution time of Static-Partial when Procedure Find_Max is executed is exponential in the number of processors that are in À p p tepS À p tepS . If we assume that the threshold on the size of À p p tepS À p tepS is a constant, then Procedure Find_Max takes constant time whenever it is executed. If the number of undiagnosed processors that remain after Step 5 is too large, the algorithm waits for more comparison outcomes to be produced. When enough comparison outcomes are produced to reduce the number of undiagnosed processors below the threshold, then the final portion of Static-Partial is executed to guarantee maximum diagnosis.
Step
Since this still does not guarantee finding all processors that are in the intersection of all small enough vertex covers and it significantly increases the execution time of the algorithm, we do not include these additional conditions as part of Algorithm Static-Partial. Instead, the algorithm waits for more comparison outcomes to arrive, at which time more processors can be diagnosed. Once enough information is available so that the number of undiagnosed processors is small, Procedure Find_Max is executed and maximum diagnosis is guaranteed.
Dynamic Fault Situation
The two preceding algorithms deal with static fault situations. In a real system, it is possible for faults to occur during the execution of the diagnosis algorithm. This is referred to as a dynamic fault situation. More care is needed in this case because a syndrome may have comparison outcomes that arise from different fault sets. Repair or reconfiguration can only take place after the processors in the system have completed diagnosis and reached consensus on a fault set. 5 We therefore assume that, once a processor becomes faulty, it remains faulty through the remainder of the execution of the diagnosis procedure. Hence, our dynamic fault model allows fault-free processors to become faulty, while faulty processors maintain their faulty status during diagnosis execution.
In a dynamic fault situation, timing is important because a processor can be fault-free at one time and faulty at a later time. To incorporate timing information into the diagnosis procedure, task outputs that are broadcast to all processors are time stamped by the receiving processor at the time of receipt. The time stamp of a task output received on processor x from processor u to be compared to the output of processor v is denoted by x uYv u. In order for processors to generate time stamps, they must maintain a local clock time. The clock time on a processor u at real time t is denoted by g u t. In order for the clock time on a fault-free processor to be meaningful, we must assume that clocks on fault-free processors advance at an approximately correct rate, i.e., that the drift rate away from real time of a clock on a fault-free processor is bounded. This allows fault-free processors to measure intervals of time with a known accuracy.
The following assumptions make explicit the additional requirements needed for our dynamic fault diagnosis algorithm that were not relevant in the static fault situation.
A8 Once a processor has failed, it remains faulty through the remainder of the execution of the diagnosis procedure.
A9
Rather than using time stamps, it is also possible to modify our algorithm to work with task counters. However, in this case, it would be necessary to assume that broadcasts are FIFO, i.e., that any broadcast from a particular sender is not received by a fault-free processor until all earlier broadcasts from the same sender have been received by that processor [13] . However, for some fault models, this is significantly harder to achieve than weak reliable broadcast, which does not have any ordering requirements. Since we prefer to keep the broadcast complexity low, use of time stamps and the addition of Assumption A9 are preferable from our standpoint.
The basic operation of the dynamic fault diagnosis algorithm, referred to as Algorithm Dynamic, is similar to Algorithm Static-Partial. Just as in Static-Partial, fault-free processors are located and used to identify faulty processors. Fault-free processors are again identified by matched comparisons. However, a processor cannot be simply labeled fault-free because, even if it was fault-free at the time it broadcast its task output, it may have failed subsequently. So, Algorithm Dynamic keeps track of the latest time stamp for which a processor is known to be faultfree. The processor executing the algorithm is given a faultfree time stamp of I since it is always assumed to be faultfree. All other processors are initially given fault-free time stamps of 0. If a processor, say u, subsequently proves itself to be fault-free, it is given a larger fault-free time stamp, say x uYv u. Since a broadcast from a fault-free processor takes bounded time, say , the earliest time (measured on v) that u could have sent the message with time stamp Note that, as in the algorithms for the static fault case, no diagnostic information is exchanged among processors, i.e., only task outputs are exchanged. Since all task outputs are reliably broadcast, other information is redundant. Due to an unusual timing of events, however, it is possible for one fault-free processor to accept some information that is not accepted by another fault-free processor. Since this timing is not very likely and exchanging diagnostic information among processors adds to the complexity and communication cost of the approach, we do not consider this possibility.
New comparison outcomes that are produced may differ from previous outcomes on the same comparison edge because of the dynamic nature of faults. Hence, new comparison outcomes replace older ones in a partial syndrome that is analyzed by Algorithm Dynamic. This complicates diagnosis because a processor may have been diagnosed as faulty based on an old outcome while the newer outcome may not be sufficient to produce the same diagnosis result. Since faulty processors cannot become fault-free during execution of the diagnosis procedure, the fault set produced by Algorithm Dynamic should, therefore, be maintained from one invocation to the next. Fig. 7 gives the pseudocode of Algorithm Dynamic, which operates as described above.
Since partial syndromes are allowed in this situation, diagnosis is necessarily incomplete, as it is with Algorithm Static-Partial. Moreover, even if a processor was fault-free when it broadcast the very last output used to produce a given partial syndrome on some processor, it may be faulty by the time Algorithm Dynamic is executed on that processor. Hence, no processor can be diagnosed as faultfree with certainty. Therefore, the most that can be achieved by any diagnosis algorithm in this situation is to identify a subset of the faulty processors and to never diagnose a fault-free processor as faulty. The following theorem shows that this result is achieved by Algorithm Dynamic.
Theorem 5. Given a partial syndrome PS produced by a faultfree processor u in a t-diagnosable system with at most t faulty processors under the broadcast comparison model, Algorithm Dynamic is correct, i.e., the output of Algorithm Dynamic with PS as input satisfies p p Ã , where p Ã is the set of faulty processors in the system at the time of algorithm execution on u and p is the set of faulty processors output by Algorithm Dynamic.
A comment on diagnosability for the dynamic fault situation is in order. Note that Algorithm Dynamic differs from Algorithm Static-Partial in that it does not execute Steps 5 and 6 of Algorithm Static-Complete when the syndrome is complete. Even if the input is a complete syndrome, due to the dynamic fault situation and the timing of comparisons, it may not be possible to diagnose all of the faulty processors. Since modification of Function Find_Remaining is extremely complex in the dynamic fault situation and, in practice, it will very rarely be capable of diagnosing faulty processors not found by the current Algorithm Dynamic, we do not pursue this direction. However, it should be noted that, for some of the t-diagnosable systems characterized in Section 3 and some fault sets of size t, there may be some faulty processors that can never be diagnosed by Algorithm Dynamic. A sufficient condition for a faulty processor to be diagnosable by Algorithm Dynamic for some sequence of comparison outcomes is that it be compared to a faultfree processor that is compared to another fault-free processor. This condition is guaranteed for all processors if t d min q À I, where t represents the maximum number of processors that are faulty at any time during diagnosis execution. Recall that the diagnosability of an arbitrary system with comparison graph q is either d min q or d min q À I. Hence, the diagnosability of a system when Algorithm Dynamic is used for diagnosis is reduced by, at most, one.
Time Complexity of Diagnosis
We now analyze the time complexity of our diagnosis algorithms. In Algorithm Static-Complete, Step 2 checks each edge and, so, it requires yjij steps. If j j À jp p j t or jp Ã j`d min q, then the algorithm stops after Step 3. Hence, the overall time complexity in that case is yjij. . If u P is fault-free, then xu is returned after checking j j À t À I other fault-free processors in , each of which only has comparison edges to each faulty processor in xu. Thus, the time taken by Find_Remaining is y tj j À t in this case. If u P is faulty and jxuj T t, then a new u is chosen immediately. The time taken for each u P that is faulty and has jxuj t is y tj j À t . The worst case is having t faulty processors with jxuj t and they are all considered before any fault-free processor. Then, the t Ith processor must be fault-free. Thus, the time complexity in the worst case is y t P j j À t yt À jp j P j j À jp p j À t yt P j jX Hence, the overall time complexity in the worst case is yjij t P j j. Since Algorithm Dynamic executes only a subset of the operations of Algorithm Static-Complete, its time complexity is also yjij t P j j. However, Algorithm Static-Partial executes Step 2 and may execute Step 6, neither of which is included in Algorithm Static-Complete. In Step 2 of StaticPartial, disagreement set sizes are checked and disagreement sets are tested as vertex covers for every undiagnosed processor. Both a disagreement set size and whether a disagreement set is a vertex cover can be checked in yt time so that Step 2 takes ytj j time.
Step 6 of Static-Partial involves finding the intersection and union of all vertex covers of a limited size in a graph with at most vertices. As stated earlier, we assume that is a constant and, therefore, Step 6 can be executed in constant time. In fact, the threshold can even be logarithmic in j j and the step will still complete in polynomial time, although possibly of higher order than for all of Static-Complete. With constant , the time complexity of Algorithm Static-Partial is the same as for Static-Complete, i.e., yjij t P j j. As pointed out earlier, diagnosis in the broadcast comparison model is similar to the BGM model. Meyer [21] presented a fault identification algorithm for tdiagnosable systems under the BGM model. Meyer's algorithm only considers the static fault and complete syndrome case. It takes the same basic approach as Algorithm Static-Complete in that a fault-free processor set p p is identified first. Then, the known fault-free set is used to try to identify faulty processor sets r I and r P . These procedures take yjij steps. In the worst case, there is a remaining unknown processor set r Q . The algorithm then finds a set such that r I r P r Q is the fault set. If x (the processor executing the algorithm) is added to p p initially and Meyer's algorithm is executed on directed graph q H obtained from comparison graph q as specified in Section 3.2, then an alternative diagnosis algorithm for the broadcast comparison model results. Although no time complexity analysis is carried out in [21] , it can be verified that the time complexity of finding is yt P j j P . Thus, the overall time complexity is yt P j j P , which is greater than the yjij t P j j time complexity of our algorithm.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTATION
In this section, we describe an implementation of diagnosis using the broadcast comparison model in an example system, namely the MAX/COSMOS system developed at JPL [17] , [18] . The implementation is intended primarily as a ªproof of conceptº for this approach. The final system, including the code for our diagnosis and consensus procedures, was evaluated using a simulator of the MAX system, also developed at JPL. It should be emphasized that these results are for a particular system and, hence, they provide only one data point for evaluating this approach.
Nevertheless, the results demonstrate that the approach is a practical one in that it can be implemented in a straightforward manner and it produces low communication overhead and short diagnosis latency in a tangible system.
Overview of the Simulation Environment
MAX is a fault-tolerant multicomputer system developed at JPL for real-time control applications [18] . Fig. 8 shows a MAX system consisting of several interconnected modules. Each module is an independent computer that communicates with other modules via two networks, the globalbus and the meshwork. To maintain consistency with the remainder of the paper, we henceforth refer to MAX modules as processors. The globalbus is a serial access broadcast bus that is used to control application execution.
Only one processor may obtain access to the bus at a time.
The globalbus is used to implement reliable broadcast. The meshwork is a high speed configurable direct network used to transfer data between processors. Each processor can circuit switch among its neighbors so that data received on one meshwork port can be transmitted on another port without CPU intervention. Our testbed is a simulator for the MAX multicomputer system. The simulator simulates the MAX hardware, running the COmmon Spaceborne Multicomputer Operating System (COSMOS). Our fault diagnosis procedure has been implemented at the operating system level, i.e., in COSMOS [17] . COSMOS uses a coarse-grain dataflow paradigm, with each dataflow node representing a task in the system. Tasks are the basic unit of concurrency in COSMOS. Multiple tasks can be scheduled for execution in parallel. A graph of intertask dependencies is referred to as a dataflow task graph. The execution of a task graph is based on the data driven principle, i.e., a task is enabled for execution when all its necessary inputs become available. In addition, tasks are stateless as dictated by the dataflow paradigm. COSMOS provides several degrees of fault tolerance. Triple modular redundancy, double modular redundancy with a shadow processor, or double modular redundancy may be specified for critical tasks at the system level. A user can specify which tasks should be executed redundantly and to what degree (duplication or triplication). Output checksums from redundant tasks are broadcast and COSMOS performs comparison or three-way voting on the checksums in all processors. COSMOS is targeted for loosely-coupled multicomputer systems with reliable broadcast. MAX is an example of such a system. Our additions to COSMOS are a diagnosis task and a fault consensus task that are executed on every processor. Fig. 9 shows the triple modular redundancy mechanism offered in COSMOS and its interaction with the fault diagnosis and consensus tasks. As shown in Fig. 9 , checksums from the redundant tasks are broadcast on the globalbus to all processors for voting. The comparisons done by a processor on the checksums from a set of redundant tasks form its syndrome used by our diagnosis procedure, which is described in the next section. It should be pointed out that the original version of COSMOS, which does not contain our fault diagnosis procedure, already broadcasts redundant task checksums to all processors. This is done to maintain a consistent global view of the state of execution of the dataflow task graph. Hence, no additional messages are generated by our diagnosis procedure.
After producing a new diagnosis result, a processor tries to reach consensus on this result with the other fault-free processors. Our consensus procedure [30] does generate additional messages which are sent over the globalbus. If fault consensus is achieved, then system reconfiguration proceeds. In this situation, the faulty processors are logically isolated. If the fault-free processors cannot reach consensus, no reconfiguration is done. The system operates as before until further diagnosis results are available and all fault-free processors agree. The diagnosis and consensus tasks are handled in the operating system and, therefore, are transparent to the applications programmer. 
Implementation in COSMOS 5.2.1 Application Used for Experiments
Our experimental set-up uses the diagnosis and consensus procedures described in Section 5.2.2 and the simulation environment just described. In order to test our approach, we must also run an application. Fig. 10 shows a simple test application that is sufficient to exercise all relevant features of COSMOS, including our diagnosis and consensus procedures. In this application, all tasks in the first stage execute function fI, while all tasks in the second and third stages execute function fP. Function fI receives an input token containing a value and its square, increments the value by 2, and calculates its square. Both the updated value and its square form the output token. Function fP increments its received value by 1 and outputs both the increased value and its square. Voting is done on the input values to each task and is handled internally in COSMOS. Since COSMOS is a dataflow system, a new incarnation of a task is spawned and executed whenever input data are available to a node. Hence, after initial input tokens are placed on nodes A1, A2, and A3, the simulation runs as long as specified with new tasks being spawned continuously.
It should be emphasized that the application of Fig. 10 is used for testing purposes only and does not imply that our algorithm relies on or has any relationship with triplemodular redundancy. Any task-based redundancy scheme can be used with our approach. In fact, a real application is likely to have tasks of different criticalities having different redundancy levels. For example, noncritical tasks might not be replicated at all, safety-critical but not time-critical tasks might be duplicated, and the most critical tasks might be triplicated or higher. Our approach works perfectly well with any application so long as it contains task-based redundancy. Comparison outcomes will be generated and diagnosis performed from whatever replicated tasks are executed. The application of Fig. 10 was chosen solely because it generates a large number of comparison outcomes with relatively few tasks.
In the broadcast comparison model, since the system has access to a reliable broadcast protocol, any two processors can be scheduled to perform the redundant task and will then be compared by each fault-free processor in the system after they broadcast their outputs. Since there is no restriction on how to choose processors to execute a replicated task, the comparison assignment is mainly determined by the application and, therefore, so is the diagnosability of the system. Assume the application of Fig. 10 is scheduled to run on a system with 12 processors, denoted by fu H Y u I Y Á Á Á Y u II g. In this scenario, processors are partitioned into three groups, denoted by q I , q P , and q Q , in w h i c h
Node A1 assigned with function fI can be mapped to an arbitrary processor in q I . The same assignment is true for nodes B1 and C1 with function fP. Similarly, node A2 with function fI can be an arbitrary processor in q P . The same assignment is true for nodes B2 and C2 with function fP. Again, node A3 with function fI can be an arbitrary processor in q Q . The same assignment is true for nodes B3 and C3 with function fP. The comparison assignment that results from this application is that an arbitrary processor in one group can be compared with an arbitrary processor in another group, and no comparisons are done between any two processors in the same group. Fig. 11 illustrates this comparison assignment. In Fig. 11 , a line between two sets signifies that an arbitrary processor in one set can be compared with an arbitrary processor in another set. No two processors in the same set are compared.
Clearly, the comparison graph of the system determined by the application is not a complete graph. By running the diagnosability algorithm of Fig. 2 , the static diagnosability is determined to be 8, i.e., the system can correctly diagnose up to eight faults. However, for dynamic faults, the diagnosability is only 7, as explained in Section 4.2.
Implementation of Algorithm Dynamic
The data structures used to implement Algorithm Dynamic in COSMOS are arrays and linked lists. Each processor has an array of all possible comparisons, which records its syndrome, an array of fault-free time stamps (p p ), and a linked list for the fault set (p ). Each comparison is stored as a structure with the following five fields: the comparison outcome, the identities of the two comparators, and a time stamp for each received output value. As pointed out in Section 4.2, it is safe to initially set p Y and p p i HY Vi. Hence, all elements in the syndrome arrays are initially assigned with match outcome and time stamps equal to 0.
In many practical situations, faults occur rarely and systems operate with no faults for a long time. For this reason, our implementation of Algorithm Dynamic is eventdriven. 6 Algorithm Dynamic is invoked to diagnose the system status only when a comparison outcome changes in a syndrome array. If the only difference between a new comparison and the old one is the time stamp, then only the time stamp is updated, i.e., the comparison outcome is not changed and Algorithm Dynamic is not invoked. Therefore, the algorithm adds CPU overhead to the system only when faults occur.
In order to maintain a consistent application state in COSMOS, the fault-free processors must agree on the faulty processors in the system and remove them from the active processor list. This is triggered by a fault consensus procedure, details of which are beyond the scope of this paper but can be found in [30] . When a processor achieves a new diagnosis result, it initiates the consensus procedure. Before consensus is reached, each processor continues to run Algorithm Dynamic whenever its syndrome changes. If the diagnosis result is the same as the previous one, no action is taken. However, if the diagnosis is different, the processor initiates a new round of consensus. This allows the consensus procedure to replace earlier diagnosis results from the same processor with the most recent one to reflect the current state.
After consensus is achieved, it is assumed that the system performs some type of fault recovery procedure. Ideally, one technique is to replace all faulty processors with spare fault-free ones and keep the system running at the same performance level. If no spare processors are available, faulty processors can be taken off-line or logically isolated from the system. In this case, the system operates in a degraded mode. In either case, after the fault recovery procedure, each processor has to obtain a new configuration file for the system. To reflect the recovery, each processor begins Algorithm Dynamic again and reinitializes p p , p , and the comparison array as described above. If the faultfree processors cannot reach consensus, the diagnosis information is not complete and the fault consensus task waits for further diagnosis results.
Experimental Results
A simulation consists of placing initial tokens on the inputs to the first stage tasks of the Fig. 10 application and, then, simulating the execution of the task graph on MAX/ COSMOS. During the simulation, fault injection is done by setting a processor to be logically faulty. If a processor is faulty, it always outputs a value different from a fault-free processor given the same task and inputs. After a fault situation is diagnosed and consensus is reached, all processors are reset to the fault-free state. This allows the simulation to proceed indefinitely, with faults occurring and being diagnosed continually.
The purpose of the simulations was to measure the performance and overhead of our diagnosis algorithm. Its performance was measured in several ways. First, did the algorithm always perform correct diagnosis and were all faulty processors eventually diagnosed by all fault-free processors? Second, what were the latencies involved in detecting and diagnosing faults? Diagnosis correctness and completeness were always achieved over all simulation runs. Runs included both long-running simulations with random fault occurrences and transient simulations with faults in up to three processors in a 12-processor system. Average detection and diagnosis latencies from the longrunning simulations are presented in the next subsection.
Communication overhead could occur on either the globalbus or the meshwork. However, since our algorithm relies solely on the globalbus for communication, overhead on the meshwork is zero. Results on globalbus communication overhead from long-running and transient simulations are presented in the next two sections. Our algorithm also incurs some CPU overhead. However, we could not accurately measure this overhead because CPU time used by the simulator does not correlate well with CPU time incurred by the processors in a real system. Furthermore, the CPU usage of the test application is minimal and does not reflect the CPU requirement of a real application. For these reasons, we do not present results for CPU overhead. However, since the time complexity of our diagnosis algorithm is only yjij t P j j, we expect CPU overhead to be quite low in practice. The largest system we simulated has jij RV, j j IP, and t V. For these values, CPU overhead should be negligible.
Long-Running Simulations
The long-running simulations consisted of running the simulator for 50,000 simulation cycles for different system and application configurations. Both a six-processor system and a 12-processor system were simulated. The comparison assignment for the 12-processor system was as specified in Section 5.2.1. The comparison assignment for the sixprocessor system was a complete graph. Fault injections are done according to a Poisson process for each processor. The processor mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) values were chosen to yield a relatively large number of faults during a simulation of reasonable length. The MTTF values were also low enough to produce occurrences of multiple faults, i.e., situations where a second fault occurred before diagnosis and consensus on the first fault were completed. Tables 1 and 2 show the simulation results for the sixprocessor system and the 12-processor system, respectively. These tables show the percentages of globalbus messages, both with and without task checksum messages, that are generated by our diagnosis and consensus procedures. The tables also show the average fault detection and diagnosis latencies that result from these procedures. Recall that COSMOS broadcasts checksums of task outputs as part of maintaining a consistent state of dataflow graph execution. Thus, message overhead without task checksums measures the globalbus messages added to COSMOS by our diagnosis and consensus procedures. This overhead is no more than 0.13 percent in all cases. For many systems, however, task checksum messages will not be broadcast by the existing operating system and those messages have to be counted as overhead. Even including task checksum messages, the overhead of our approach is never greater than 1.97 percent. The approximately 98 percent of remaining globalbus messages are additional messages generated by COSMOS to keep track of the state of execution of the application's dataflow graph. Note that the MTTF values used in these simulations are much lower than would be expected in real applications. Higher MTTF values would result in even lower message overheads. Tables 1 and 2 show that message overhead percentage with task checksums is actually lower for the 12-processor system than for the six-processor system. Although the number of messages used for diagnosis and consensus increases with the number of processors, the number of additional globalbus messages generated by COSMOS to maintain a consistent global state on all processors increases at a faster rate. Hence, the percentage of globalbus messages that are used for diagnosis drops. Tables 1 and 2 also show the average detection latency and the average diagnosis latency of our algorithm. Detection latency was measured as the time between fault occurrence and the first mismatched outcome produced by any processor. Diagnosis latency was measured as the time between the first mismatched outcome and consensus being reached. The average detection latency in our simulations ranged from 3.14 ms to 12.52 ms, and the average diagnosis latency ranged from 2.79 ms to 8.52 ms. These values are well within the acceptable range for most dependable systems. It should also be noted that the measured values are dependent on processor and bus cycle times and were calculated using the cycle times of the vintage 1990 MAX components. Using cycle times of today's technologies, these latencies would be reduced by almost an order of magnitude.
Transient Simulations
Although the average overhead of our approach over a long time period has been shown to be quite low, it is also important to verify that the approach does not generate heavy bursts of messages that could slow down the system for a short time. For this reason, we also carried out transient simulations of our diagnosis and consensus procedure.
Figs. 12 and 13 show the transient message overhead of diagnosis and consensus for a six-processor system and a 12-processor system, respectively. The overheads shown in these figures do not include task checksum messages. Therefore, when no faults occur, the message overhead is zero. In general, the message overhead increases with the number of faults. However, due to randomness in the scheduling of redundant tasks in COSMOS, it is impossible to determine the exact number of diagnosis messages that each fault-free processor will broadcast. As a result, the message overhead does not increase linearly with the number of faults. The maximum transient message overhead is very low, less than 1.2 percent for two-fault occurrence in a six-processor system, and less than 2 percent for occurrences of two and three faults in a 12-processor system.
We were not able to dynamically track task checksum messages in the transient simulations and, so, the message overheads in these figures do not include those messages. One checksum message is generated for each task completion in the system. Task completion rate does not increase when faults occur and it may, in fact, decrease slightly. Hence, overhead due to task checksum messages should remain fairly constant during system execution. From the long-running simulations, we see that message overhead due only to task checksums is about 1.8 percent for the sixprocessor system and about 0.5 percent for the 12-processor system. Adding these relatively constant overheads to the transient results yields a maximum message overhead of about 3.0 percent for the six-processor system with up to two faults and about 2.5 percent for the 12-processor system with up to three faults.
In summary, our diagnosis procedure correctly diagnosed all fault situations over all simulations we attempted. The overhead of the procedure was quite low in the longrunning simulations, despite the use of high failure rates to reduce simulation length. In addition, the detection and diagnosis latencies of our approach were also low. The transient simulation results showed that, even considering the transient behavior of the system, our diagnosis and consensus procedures impose very low overhead.
COMMUNICATION COST OF BROADCAST COMPARISON MODEL
The previous section showed that the communication overhead of the broadcast comparison model is quite low in the MAX/COSMOS system. However, the MAX system implements reliable broadcast in hardware. Since many systems do not have this feature, we examine in this section the communication cost of the broadcast comparison model in other types of systems. Weak reliable broadcast can be implemented simply and efficiently in many types of systems. It is trivial to implement in multiple-bus-based systems and various approaches are possible in point-to-point networks. Define the connectivity of a point-to-point network to be the minimum number of communication links that must be removed in order to disconnect the network and denote this quantity by k. In product networks, e.g., meshes, tori, and hypercubes, a single weak reliable broadcast can be done with k ordinary (not reliable) broadcast messages by using k carefully chosen spanning trees [3] . In point-to-point networks of arbitrary topology, weak reliable broadcast can be accomplished with disjoint-path algorithms using ynk ordinary unicast messages per reliable broadcast, where n is the number of processors [12] . The impact of weak reliable broadcast is further reduced by sending only checksums, instead of actual task outputs, for comparison. Checksums are of fixed length and require minimal network bandwidth for transmission. The broadcast comparison model applies the important design principles of modularity and layering to the diagnosis problem. By building diagnosis algorithms on top of a separately designed primitive for broadcast communication, specification and implementation of the algorithms are simplified. For certain system models, the communication cost of the broadcast comparison model could be greater than a hypothetical integrated procedure that handles both communication and diagnosis. However, the broadcast comparison model is currently the only known distributed comparison-based diagnosis approach. Hence, there is no distributed comparison-based approach with integrated communication and diagnosis to which our approach can be compared.
To demonstrate that the communication cost of the broadcast comparison model is not out of line with approaches that do not separate communication and diagnosis aspects, we now compare it to previous distributed diagnosis algorithms. All of these algorithms rely heavily on explicit test capability to verify the integrity of diagnostic information that is exchanged in the system and are therefore not suitable for comparison-based diagnosis. Table 3 provides a comparison in point-to-point networks of the communication costs of two prior nonadaptive distributed diagnosis algorithms (the NEW_SELF algorithm of Hosseini et al. [15] and the EVENT_SELF algorithm of Bianchini et al. [6] ) with the communication cost of the broadcast comparison model. We do not compare our approach against the Adaptive DSD algorithm of Bianchini and Buskens [5] because that algorithm assumes a completely connected system graph. The communication costs shown in Table 3 represent the total number of messages and message bits needed to execute all tests or comparisons and execute the diagnosis algorithm for a single complete syndrome. For the broadcast comparison model, the number of messages represents the number of single-hop unicast messages in a product network or the number of multihop unicast messages in an arbitrarytopology network. The values shown for the broadcast comparison model are calculated as follows:
. A single weak reliable broadcast requires ykn messages, . ykn comparison outcomes are sufficient to diagnose k faulty processors, and . Checksums use a constant number of bits. As before, k represents the connectivity of the network and n is the number of processors.
Note that the message count in the broadcast comparison model is of the same order as it is in Algorithm NEW_SELF and that the number of message bits is less than with NEW_SELF. The test result reports exchanged in NEW_SELF contain the ID of a processor which requires log P n bits while the checksums exchanged in the broadcast comparison model are of fixed length. Since k P yn, the worst-case communication cost of the EVENT_SELF algorithm is also equal to or greater than that of the broadcast comparison model. The main difference is that the cost of the EVENT_SELF algorithm includes a Áf term that represents the number of events, i.e., processors that changed their fault status since the previous round of diagnosis. This points out the primary advantage of EVENT_SELF, which is that its communication cost is quite low when there are no events in the system and becomes higher only when events do occur. However, as pointed out earlier, both NEW_SELF and EVENT_SELF rely heavily on the ability of processors to explicitly test one another. It is not clear how an event-driven communication approach could be implemented with a comparison model.
Recent work in distributed diagnosis has focused on adaptive testing methods and uses ymxn log nY kn messages and ymxn P log nY kn P message bits [2] . This is not an appreciable improvement over the broadcast comparison model unless the connectivity is very high, but practical families of point-to-point networks have fixed or slowly growing connectivities. Also, this work still relies heavily on the ability of processors to explicitly test one another.
These comparisons show that the communication costs of the broadcast comparison model are not out of line with other distributed diagnosis approaches and are, in some cases, lower. The points to emphasize again are:
. The algorithms of this paper represent the first known solutions to the distributed diagnosis problem in a model without explicit test capability, and . The separation of communication and diagnosis aspects in the broadcast comparison model yields the widely-recognized benefits of a modular and layered solution.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a broadcast comparison model for multiprocessor system fault diagnosis. It combines the advantages of the generalized comparison model and diagnosis. A necessary and sufficient condition for t-diagnosability in this broadcast comparison model was proven and used to develop an efficient algorithm to determine the diagnosability of any system. Diagnosis algorithms were developed for both static and dynamic fault situations in this model. Implementation of systemlevel fault diagnosis and consensus using the broadcast comparison model was accomplished in a multicomputer simulator running NASA's COSMOS operating system. The results demonstrated that our diagnosis approach is practical and that it produces low diagnosis latency and very little overhead in systems having weak reliable broadcast capability.
APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 1. Consider a system with n processors whose comparison graph q Y i is a complete graph, i.e., for each pair of distinct processors uY v P , there is an edge uY v P i. If no more than n À I processors are faulty, there is at least one fault-free processor. Each such fault-free processor is compared to every other processor in the system. If the other processor is fault-free, the comparison outcome is 0. If the other processor is faulty, the comparison outcome is 1. Thus, all fault-free processors can correctly diagnose the status of the system. t u
Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose processor u is compared with a set of x processors, denoted by , where x`t. Assume all processors in are faulty. Then, all comparisons involving u will result in a comparison outcome of 1, regardless of the status of u. Hence, the syndrome of the system with faulty and the syndrome of the system with fug faulty are the same. In addition, jj x`t and, so, jfug j t. Also, jfug j t`n, from Lemma 1. Therefore, there is at least one fault-free processor, it cannot determine the status of u, and, therefore, the system is not t-diagnosable. t u
Proof of Lemma 3. Consider any fault-free processor, u, with du ! t I. At least one neighbor of u is fault-free, i.e., there exists at least one uY v P i with v P and a comparison outcome of 0. Every fault-free processor in q Y i, including u and v, can identify both u and v as fault-free processors because of the 0 comparison outcome of uY v. Since this holds for all fault-free processors, every fault-free processor can be correctly diagnosed by every other fault-free processor. All remaining processors must be faulty. Therefore, every fault-free processor can correctly diagnose every other processor and, hence, the system is t-diagnosable. t u
Proof of Theorem 1. Sufficiency: Sufficiency is proven by contrapositive method. Suppose q Y i is not t-diagnosable. By definition, this means that there exist some p I Y p P & , with p I T p P , jp I j t, and jp P j t, such that p I and p P are not distinguishable to at least one fault-free processor in the system.
We claim that p I p P T Y. Suppose otherwise, i.e., assume that p I p P Y, and without loss of generality, assume p P is the actual fault set. Now, p I À p P T Y because, otherwise, p P which contradicts the assumption that jp P j t j j À I from Lemma 1. So, pick any arbitrary processor, say x, in p I À p P . x is fault-free and therefore can distinguish p I and p P , even if they produce the same syndrome, because it assumes itself to be fault-free. Since all fault-free processors are in p I À p P , this contradicts the assumption that p I and p P are indistinguishable to at least one fault-free processor. Therefore, p I p P T Y. Now, let p I p P , I p I À p P , P p P À p I , and p I p P . Then, T Y because p I p P T Y. Since p I T qp P we know I P T Y. Note that , , I , and P are pair-wise disjoint and partition . We claim that I and P are independent sets. Suppose otherwise, without loss of generality, assume uY v P i with uY v P I . Then, uY v must yield a 1 when p I is the fault set and a 0 when p P is the fault set. Thus, p I and p P can be distinguished by every fault-free processor. This is contradictory to our assumption. Therefore, I and P are independent sets.
There can be no edge between and I P . Assume the contrary, i.e., that such an edge exists, i.e., uY v P i, with u P and v P I P . Without loss of generality, assume v P I . Then, uY v must yield a 1 when p I is the fault set and a 0 when p P is the fault set. Again, p I and p P can be distinguished by every fault-free processor. This is contradictory to our assumption. Therefore, x .
We have just shown that p Y Y I Y P P q . Also, jp I j j j j I j t a n d jp P j j j j P j t. T h u s , p j j mxj I jY j P j t, and the theorem condition is not satisfied.
Necessity: Necessity is proven by direct deduction. Let p Y Y I Y P P q with p j j mxj I jY j P j tX
We want to show that q Y i is not t-diagnosable. This means that there exist some p I Y p P & , with p I T p P , jp I j t, and jp P j t, such that p I and p P are not distinguishable to at least one fault-free processor in the system. Let p I I , and p P P . Then,
We want to find a syndrome that is compatible with the two fault sets p I and p P . Fig. 14 illustrates such a syndrome. The lines in the figure represent the possible comparisons in the system and the labels on the lines represent the corresponding outcomes. All comparisons among processors in have comparison outcomes of 0 because they are fault-free under both fault sets. All comparisons involving at least one processor in have outcomes of 1 since is always faulty in either of the two fault sets. Meanwhile, all comparisons between a processor in I and a processor in P have comparison outcomes of 1 because one of I and P sets is faulty under the two fault sets p I and p P . To be more specific, I is faulty when p I is the fault set, and P is faulty when p P is faulty. The key point is that p I p P T Y, there are no comparisons between either p I p P and I or between p I p P and P , and no comparison exists inside either I or P . Therefore, processors in , which are all fault-free, cannot distinguish between p I and p P . t u
Proof of Lemma 4. Part 1ÐProcessor x added to p p in
Step 1 is the processor executing the diagnosis algorithm.
x is fault-free for all cases covered by the Lemma because we are concerned only with the results of Algorithm Static-Complete on the fault-free processors in the system. A processor is added to p p in Step 2 only if it is compared with another processor and has an outcome of 0. It must be fault-free in this case because only two fault-free processors can produce a comparison outcome of 0 in the broadcast comparison model when the comparator is fault-free. Therefore, each processor added to p p in Step 1 or in Step 2 is fault-free. Part 2ÐFrom Part 1, we know that every processor added to p p in Step 1 or in Step 2 is fault-free. We claim that, at the end of Step 2, none of the processors in À p p is fault-free if j j À jp p j t. Assume, to the contrary, that there exists at least one fault-free processor u P À p p . Then, j j À jp p j À jfugj j j À jp p j À I t À IX Since d min q ! t, u is compared with at least t processors, of which at most t À I are in À p p . Therefore, u must be compared with at least one faultfree processor. However, this comparison must have an outcome of 0, implying that u was added to p p in Step 2. This is a contradiction.
Part 3ÐSince jp Ã j`d min q, every fault-free processor is compared with at least one other fault-free processor. Hence, each fault-free processor is added to p p in Step 2 because at least one of its comparisons must have an outcome of 0. Therefore, at the end of Step 2, p p p p Ã . Hence, at the end of Step 2,
Thus, the result follows from Part 2.
Part Consider any fault-free processor v P . v is not compared with any other fault-free processors. Otherwise, v would have been added to p p during Step 2. Therefore, v is compared with t d min q processors, each of which is faulty. Thus, v is compared with each faulty processor in . Hence, there exists no independent set in q containing both faulty and fault-free processors. If & is an independent set in q with at least one faulty processor, then all processors in are faulty.
The number of faulty processors in q is t À jp tepR j b H and the number of fault-free processors in q is j j À t À jp tepR j j j À jp p tepR j À jp tepR j À t À jp tepR j j j À jp p tepR j À t b HX
We claim that if the number of faulty processors in is greater than or equal to the number of fault-free processors in , i.e., t À jp tepR j ! j j À jp p tepR j À t, then there does not exist an independent set & in q of size j j À jp p tepR j À t with at least one faulty processor.
Assume to the contrary, that there exists such an independent set & in q of size j j À jp p tepR j À t with at least one faulty processor. Note that is also an independent set in q Y i. As shown above, all processors in must be faulty. As depicted in Fig. 15 , l e t I , P p p Ã À p p tepR , p p tepR , and under the theorem conditions, it remains only to prove the correctness of Step 2. It follows from the basic comparison model that if two processors disagree (produce a mismatch on a redundant task), then at least one of the processors must be faulty. Therefore, if a processor v is fault-free, then every processor in its disagreement set must be faulty. Consider the kth processor to be added to p in Step 2, call it v, and assume all processors added to p before v are faulty. Recall that all processors added to p in Step 1 are faulty as well because the correctness of Step 1 has already been shown. Now, consider the cases where v will be added to p based on the first and second conditions of Step 2, respectively.
Case 1Ðv will be added to p based on Step 2, first condition. If v is fault-free, then all processors in p Á q Àp p Àp v are faulty. But jp Á q Àp p Àp vj b t and that set is not a valid fault set according to the theorem conditions. Hence, v must be faulty.
Case 2Ðv will be added to p based on Step 2, second condition. Again, if v is fault-free, then all processors in p Á q Àp p Àp v are faulty. The cardinality of this set is exactly t in this case. However, if v will be added to p , then the processors in Á q Àp pÀp v do not explain all the ª1º outcomes within q À p p À p . Furthermore, processors in p are not part of q À p p À p and, hence, they cannot explain those outcomes either. There must, therefore, be at least one more faulty processor remaining other than v, but this would make the size of the fault set greater than t and would contradict the theorem conditions. Therefore, v itself must be faulty.
This argument provides both the base case (k I) and the inductive step to prove that an arbitrary processor added to p in Step 2 must be faulty. Since no processors are added to p p in this step, p and p p are both still correct at the end of Step 2.
t u
Proof of Lemma 6. Any faulty processors in À p p À p are contained in the actual fault set which is clearly a consistent fault set of size no greater than t. Now, consider an arbitrary fault-free processor, v, in À p p À p and let p Ã be the actual fault set. All comparisons involving v have an outcome of 1 or else v would have been added to p p in Step 1. Thus, if v were faulty, neighbors of v could still be either faulty or fault-free. Therefore, p Ã fvg is a consistent fault set and, since jp Ã j`t, jp Ã fvgj t. Since v is an arbitrary fault-free processor in À p p À p , the result follows. t u
Proof of Theorem 4. The correctness of Steps 1-5 follows from Theorem 3. Hence, we need only consider Step 6, which is the execution of Procedure Find_Max. We will prove its correctness and maximality simultaneously. Let p p stepS and p stepS be, respectively, the sets of fault-free and faulty processors diagnosed by Algorithm StaticPartial at the end of Step 5. We first prove that a set of processors in À p p stepS À p stepS , call it , is a valid fault set within q À p p stepS À p if and only if it is a vertex cover of q I À p p stepS À p stepS . By this, we mean that the outcomes only within subgraph q À p p stepS À p stepS are consistent with p Ã À p p stepS À p stepS , where p Ã is the set of faulty processors in the system.
First, consider P À p p stepS À p stepS that is not a vertex cover of q I À p p stepS À p stepS . Since there is a ª1º outcome that is not covered by any processor in and we know that at least one of the processors involved in producing that outcome must be faulty, cannot explain all the outcomes in q À p p stepS À p stepS . Hence, can possibly explain the outcomes in q À p p stepS À p stepS only if it is a vertex cover. Now, consider P À p p stepS À p stepS that is a vertex cover of q I À p p stepS À p stepS . All outcomes within q À p p stepS À p stepS are either ª1º or ªx.º This is true because all processors with outcomes of ª0º were added to p p stepS in Step 1. Since all outcomes of ª1º are explained by , that leaves only outcomes of ªx,º meaning that remaining processors could be faulty or fault-free arbitrarily. Hence, if is a vertex cover of q I À p p stepS À p stepS , it explains the outcomes in q À p p stepS À p stepS .
We now show that if and only if is a vertex cover of q I À p p stepS À p stepS of size at most t À jp stepS j, then p stepS is a consistent fault set of size at most t for the given partial syndrome PS. p stepS is not a small enough consistent fault set for PS if is not a small enough vertex cover, either because it is too large or because it does not explain the outcomes in q À p p stepS À p stepS . We know that processors in p stepS are faulty by the correctness of Steps 1-5. As detailed above, fully explains comparison outcomes in q À p p stepS À p stepS . Comparison outcomes between processors in À p p stepS À p stepS and processors in the rest of the graph are all ª1º and are therefore consistent with any statuses of processors in À p p stepS À p stepS . Therefore, if is a small enough vertex cover, then p stepS is a small enough consistent fault set for PS.
N o w , c o n s i d e r a n a r b i t r a r y p r o c e s s o r v P À p p stepS À p stepS . S u p p o s e W P À p p stepS À p stepS such that is a vertex cover of q I À p p stepS À p stepS of size at most t À jp stepS j and v T P . Then, v cannot be correctly diagnosed as faulty by any algorithm because p stepS is a fault set of size at most t that is consistent with PS and v is not in the fault set. Now, suppose that v is in every small enough vertex cover of q I À p p stepS À p stepS . Then, v is in every consistent fault set of size at most t and it must be faulty. Therefore, v can be correctly diagnosed as faulty if and only if it is in e v e r y s m a l l e n o u g h v e r t e x c o v e r o f q I À p p stepS À p stepS . Since this is exactly what is done by Procedure Find_Max, the algorithm is correct and maximal with respect to faulty processor diagnosis. Now, still considering arbitrary v P À p p stepS À p stepS Y suppose W P À p p stepS À p stepS such that is a vertex cover of q I À p p stepS À p stepS of size at most t À jp stepS j and v P . Then, v cannot be correctly diagnosed as fault-free because p stepS is a consistent fault set of size at most t that contains v. Now, suppose that v is not in any small enough vertex cover of q I À p p stepS À p stepS . Then, v must be fault-free because there is no consistent fault set of size at most t that contains it. Therefore, v can be correctly diagnosed as fault-free if and only if it is not in any small enough vertex cover of q I À p p stepS À p stepS . Since this is exactly what is done by Procedure Find_Max, the algorithm is also correct and maximal with respect to fault-free processor diagnosis. t u
Proof of Theorem 5. Consider Algorithm Dynamic running on an arbitrary fault-free processor x. We wish to show that any processor added to p is faulty at the time of algorithm execution. The first case in which a processor, say u, is added to p is if it disagrees with x in x's current partial syndrome. Since x is fault-free at algorithm execution time, it was fault-free at the time of comparison with u. Thus, u was faulty at the time it broadcast its output to be compared with x. Since faulty processors remain faulty during diagnosis, u must still be faulty at algorithm execution time. Hence, the diagnosis of u is correct in this case. The other case in which a processor u can be added to p is if it disagrees with another processor, say v, that has x uYv v must have been sent before the one with time stamp p p v. Therefore, v must have also been fault-free when it sent the earlier broadcast. Since u disagreed with this output, u must have been faulty at the time it broadcast its output to be compared with v. Therefore, u must still be faulty at the time of algorithm execution. Hence, the diagnosis of u is correct in this case as well.
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